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15% BODY KIT DISCOUNT: You will receive a 15% body kit discount when ordering a complete RIEGER kit (consisting of Spoiler lip / bumper, side skirts set and 
rear skirt (s) -inserts each suitable for a vehicle model. The discount is granted only for RIEGER spoiler parts made of ABS plastic. It is only valid as a kit if the parts have 
all been chosen for the same vehicle type. To receive the estate, give the followng code when ordering -15% BODYKITRABATT - with. The discount does not apply to „paint 
jobs“. The discount can not be combined with any other discounts.
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 FOR SEAT ATECA CUPRA (5FP) FROM FACELIFTFROM FACELIFT (FROM 08/2020) ●▲◆●▼ §-symbols see flap

IMAGE-NO. ARTICLE-NO.   § DESCRIPTION PRICE IN €

RIEGER front splitter for orig. front bumper 
1 Y 00027043 ▲ RIEGER front splitter for orig. front bumper, Seat Ateca Cupra (5FP), from Facelift (08/2020-), ABS 174,00
2 Y 00088278 ▲ like 27043, ABS/black-glossy 198,00

RIEGER side skirt approaches 
6 Y 00027048 ▲ RIEGER side skirt approach (3-parts), left, Seat Ateca, only FR / Cupra (5FP), before facelift (05/2017-07/2020), and from facelift (08/2020-), ABS 152,00
6 Y 00027049 ▲ RIEGER side skirt approach (3-parts), right, Seat Ateca, only FR / Cupra (5FP), before facelift (05/2017-07/2020), and from facelift (08/2020-), ABS 152,00
7 Y 00088274 ▲ like 27048, ABS/black-glossy 164,00
7 Y 00088275 ▲ like 27049, ABS/black-glossy 164,00

RIEGER rear skirt inserts and sport exhaust

3 Y 00027045 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert for orig. rear skirt, Seat Ateca Cupra (5FP), to facelift (09/2018-07/2020) and from facelift (08/2020-), 
for vehicles with orig. exhaust silencer (4x 90x72mm oval) and sport-exhaust silencer (4x 102mm round), for vehicles without hitch, ABS

164,00

4 Y 00088228 ▲ like 27045, ABS/black-glossy 198,00

3 Y 00027047 ▲
RIEGER rear skirt insert for orig. rear skirt, Seat Ateca Cupra (5FP), to facelift (09/2018-07/2020) and from facelift (08/2020-), 
for vehicles with orig. exhaust silencer (4x 90x72mm oval) and sport-exhaust silencer (4x 102mm round), for vehicles with original hitch, ABS

215,00

4 Y 00088231 ▲ like 27047, ABS/black-glossy 249,00

5 C 00347337 ▲
REMUS exhaust system (OPF-back-system), Seat Ateca Cupra (5FP) 2.0l TSI; 221kW; 4drive (DNF with OPF) from facelift 2021,
consisting of absorptions-sport-silencer centered for left/right system (without tailpipes), with 2 integrated flaps, front silencer replacement pipe
and connecting pipe, stainless steel.       note: Tailpipe set (00323856) must be ordered separately.

1.892,00

5 C 00323856 ▲
REMUS tailpipe set left/right each side 2x carbon tailpipe ø 102mm round, beveled,
for REMUS OPF back system with part no.: 00347200  /  00347337 Internal structure of the tailpipe set:: Titanium, with adjustable ball connection

1.152,00
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